GROWING SOCIETY

Transforming the places we live in requires mutual responsibility and shared effort between communities of common interest.

TEXT GREG GRABASCH AND DANIEL FIRNS
COMMUNITIES AND CULTURES “GROW” FROM PLACES AND IN PLACES. IMPROVING THE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH WE LIVE REQUIRES AN EARNEST DIALOGUE BETWEEN BOTH PEOPLE AND THEIR LANDSCAPE, AND AN AWARENESS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE HEALTH OF A COMMUNITY AND THE QUALITY OF ITS CONTEXT. COMMUNITY WELLBEING OR SOCIAL CAPITAL DISTILLS DOWN TO HOW MEMBERS OF A COMMUNITY ENGAGE WITH EACH OTHER AND THEIR ENVIRONMENT, AND WHETHER THEY HAVE A SAY IN CHANGING THEIR EXISTING CONDITION INTO A PREFERRED ONE.

THE QUESTION IS, WHO THEN IS TAKING RESPONSIBILITY FOR “GROWING” SOCIETY? WE DEPLOY THE TERM “GROW” IN THE QUALITATIVE SENSE (SUCH AS “PERSONAL GROWTH”), BUILDING “SOCIAL CAPACITY” IMPLYING IMPROVEMENT, NURTURING, COORDINATING COMMUNITY EFFORTS AND CONNECTING THE THREADS THAT DEVELOP A HOLISTIC SOCIETY.

TO MAKE THE PLACE WE LIVE IN INTO A BETTER PLACE REQUIRES CONNECTING THE THREADS THAT DEVELOP A HOLISTIC SOCIETY. BUILDING “SOCIAL CAPACITY,” IMPLYING IMPROVEMENT, NURTURING, COORDINATING COMMUNITY EFFORTS AND CONNECTING THE THREADS THAT DEVELOP A HOLISTIC SOCIETY.

TO ADD FURTHER TO THIS UNBALANCED DILEMMA, WE ARE NOW RECOGNIZED TO BE IN THE “AGE OF DISRUPTION” DUE TO UNPRECEDENTED POPULATION, SOCIAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE. IT IS A WORLD THAT IS HYPER-CONNECTED, INFLUENCING TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION ON A LEVEL THAT IS LEAVING THE POPULACE DISCONSIDERED AND UNABLE TO KEEP AHEAD OF CHANGE. GOVERNMENT BODIES HAVE NOT YET INTRODUCED SUITABLE POLICY THAT RespondS TO THESE CHANGES IN SOCIETY; INSTEAD PROVIDING NON-EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP IN NAVIGATING THE NEW WAY SOCIETY IS CONNECTING AND INTERACTING. FOR EXAMPLE, IN THE UNITED STATES THE INTUIT 2020 REPORT TWENTY TRENDS THAT WILL SHAPE THE NEXT DECADE PREDICTS THAT BY 2020, 40 PERCENT OF THE WORKFORCE WILL BE FREELANCING THROUGH ONLINE BUSINESSES SUCH AS UBER, AIRBNB AND AIRTASKER. THE TAXI INDUSTRY AND AUSTRALIAN TAX LAWS STILL DO NOT HAVE POLICIES THAT DEAL WITH THESE ONLINE GLOBAL BUSINESSES (THE “GOOGLE TAX”) ISSUE. IT IS A TIME WHEN PROFESSIONS NEED TO BE LIGHT ON THEIR FEET, ADAPT TO CHANGE OR RISK BECOMING INVALID AS THE SKILLS AND THE EMPLOYMENT ENVIRONMENT CONSTANTLY EVOLVES, WHERE NEW JOB POSITIONS PREVIOUSLY UNDERDEEMED ARE LiterALLY CREATED OVERNIGHT.

WITHIN THIS COMPLEX CONTEXT OUR PRACTICE, UDLA, IS DISCOVERING NEW FRONTIERS ON OLD GROUND, IN THE SECTION OF URBAN FABRIC THAT IS KNOWN AS GREYFIELDS OR BROWNFIELDS – SUBURBAN AREAS THAT SUFFER FROM A LACK OF FOCUSED GOVERNANCE AND INVESTMENT. THESE AREAS ARE OFTEN “OUTCLASSED” BY THE CITY CENTRE OR NEW AND SHINY GREENFIELD DEVELOPMENT, PUSHING THE URBAN FRINGES THAT SPEAK BETTER HOUSING AND “GREENER, MORE SUSTAINABLE” OPEN-SPACE AMENITY. BROWNFIELD INFILL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS COULD BE SAID TO BE OUR NEW FRONTIERS OR MISSION.

PUTTING THE APPEAL BACK INTO THE ESTABLISHED TWENTY-TO FIFTY-YEAR-OLD “BURBS” THAT FILL THE SPACE BETWEEN THE OUTER URBAN DEVELOPMENT FRONT AND THE MORE AMENITY-RICH INNER CITY AREA IS WHERE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS CAN NOW THRIVE. HOWEVER, THIS REQUIRES OUR PROFESSION TO DEAL WITH COMMUNITIES AND AREAS THAT SUFFER THE GAP OF POOR GOVERNANCE, TO BE FACILITATORS OR COORDINATORS OF DESIGN AND TO BE PREPARED TO ENGAGE WITH LOCAL POLITICS AND “STREET LEVEL” CONDITIONS. MANY OF THESE COMMUNITIES DO NOT FEEL EMPowered, DUe TO NOT BEING ABLE TO HAVE A SAY IN CHANGING THEIR CURRENT CONDITION INTO A PREFERRED ONE, AND MANY DO NOT TRUST A MUNICIPALITY THAT THEY BELIEVE HAS TURNED THEIR BACKS ON AN AREA, IN SOME CASES FOR THREE GENERATIONS.


OUR TEAM HAS BEEN ENCOURAGING A PARTICIPATORY →
A design approach that aims to nurture and “grow” citizens’ capacity through design education. This motivates people to improve the capacity of communities, including positively affecting social, cultural, ecological, economic and political agendas. But where a participatory approach is not taken, the end user can be left feeling powerless. Public engagement expert Dr Don Lenihan explains that “traditionally, policy (planning) in the public realm can be said to be a competitive process where within the power stakes there are winners and losers. The winners tend to be the policy makers (designers) who hold the power of decision whereas the loser tends to be the end user who is required to accept the outcomes without the possibility of participating within the decision-making process.”

With careful design guidance from the facilitator, the participatory approach includes sharing educational tools such as design analysis, evaluation, use of similar project precedents and exploring development scenarios. This directly places the public within their design process. When performed correctly a participatory design approach increases the capacity of the community, including providing substantial benefits to the design outcome.

Facilitation and coordination practices should continue beyond the design itself in order to assist the community in finalizing their community development project, leading to a sustainable result that produces a strong sense of ownership for the community, no longer the “designer’s project,” but rather “the people’s.”

Techniques for optimal participation also involve working with established community and stakeholder groups, rather than imposing purpose-built committees. It does quickly become evident that active people within smaller communities are already stretched, often over-worked and involved in the delivery of many menial community tasks. Finding a way to support these local champions can often be the beginnings of allowing space for brownfield communities to develop or grow in new directions.

As communities within the brownfields of our urban fabric move into obscurity, a new frontier enabled by the ability to adapt and relate can be realized for landscape architects. The “great generalists” who are able to draw from a wide artistic, social and scientific palette can then positively influence those spaces between people, their built environment and landscape ecology. The profession can realize this shared responsibility to fill the cracks between disciplines and promote governance that has a genuinely balanced approach to growing society.


2. “Walking the cracks” – the space between the outer urban development front and the more amenity-rich inner city area is where landscape architects can now flourish.

3. An example of participatory design grounded in the site and the community rather than confined purely to the studio.
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